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WE WERE BUILT 
FOR THIS
Everyone is looking to find a way forward in these unsettled times. As a non-union 
specialist, our crews and approaches are typically more nimble than our 
counterparts. After all, we’re a full-service production company, with a startup 
mentality— from remote-operated systems to micro crew live-action, we’re 
uniquely positioned for today’s new challenges. 

Nimble enough to handle any project, from video to social to experiential, and 
resourceful enough to know how to get it done. We’re a team of directors, 
producers and editors who love figuring out how to make great content just as 
much as we love making it. 

And you’ll feel that from concept to final cut.



W E ’ R E  I N  T H I S  T O G E T H E R

A NEW DAY
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During this uniquely challenging time we believe our team is uniquely 
positioned to offer novel and specialized creative solutions across multiple 
disciplines. Equal parts production company and creative studio, we are 
a specialist, non-union partner built specifically to adapt to the ever-
changing production landscape.  With multi-versed talent based around 
the globe, we’re actively looking to provide a wide range of innovative, 
effective, and safe solutions we can deploy across a variety of projects. 

What follows is an overview of these resources, including remote direction 
and micro/no-crew, live production approaches. We built our brand on 
strategically small productions, and although we’ve grown up a bit, we still 
know how to run a tight ship. Small doesn’t mean you need to sacrifice 
on service and production value.

In terms of what makes us unique, one key benefit of shooting with us is 
that crews are generally a bit leaner, as there’s a tradition of more broadly 
defined roles and an established assistant training program that allows for 
autonomy. All our directors can shoot and edit, for example. This 
means that social distancing has been easier to achieve, without 
negatively impacting quality. 

Although we feel 'ahead' of many other companies, in this sense - there is, 
of course, a new rule book, as new ways of working are implemented to 
ensure the safety of people on set, and to minimize inherent risk.

Behind the scenes, our team is making sure that production work 
commences with our crew’s health and safety at the forefront of every 
decision we make – while helping both clients and agencies minimize risk 
and avoid problems before they have a chance to happen. 

We are, of course, in the same boat as all other commercial production 
companies as we work to navigate this new normal - meaning that work 
would be very, very welcome. We hope the following inspires some new 
ideas, as we look forward to another great year.

Samy Mosher

Founder
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USE CASE

REMOTE
PRODUCTION
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Give 1-to-1 realtime feedback at the source-
of-capture by sending push notifications that 

directs talent in real time.

I M M E D I AT E  
F E E D B A C K

Set the narrative for your content by 
showing remote team members exactly what 

to film with an integrated shot list. Since 
resolution and FPS is uniform across filmers, 

all content looks and feels cohesive.

R E M O T E  D I R E C T E D

Transform anyone into  a cinematographer, 
and access their footage remotely from 

anywhere to produce a higher level of user-
generated content. 

Z E R O  C R E W
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CLOUD 
PRODUCTION
Harnessing a robust cloud platform and proprietary mobile 
technology, we’re able to shoot anywhere in the world without the 
traditional production logistics, camera crews, and lengthy 
turnaround times. Zoom is great for tele-conferencing but we’ve 
built out a system where we can direct, review, and access HD 
footage remotely, while controlling frames per second, resolution, 
and set camera orientation to standardize the look of all footage 
captured for easy post-production integration.

Captured footage immediately uploads to 
the our cloud platform, so editors can 

instantly moderate individual clips, bulk 
download footage, and request new shots 

from filmers all at the same time.

R E M O T E  
E D I T I N G

FOR A DEMO OF TOUCHPOINT TECHNOLOGY IN-USE 

PLEASE EMAIL: hello@stvdium.com

mailto:hello@stvdium.com


APPRECIATION  
OF SPACE

Even when working from a new network of bedroom and kitchen-table 
workstations, we have not only refreshed older projects but also 
planned, plotted and progressed a host of new ideas too.

When thinking about ‘shooting remote’ we’ve also challenged 
ourselves to think big. Technology has allowed us to produce content 
disproportionate to the production budgets and crew size, and this a 
flag we’ve always proudly flown.

Remote camera systems are one example of an effective way to 
maintain safe distancing from talent, and can be deployed on private 
property during current restrictions to capture stills or video. 

We’re super excited to implement the latest ‘remote control’ 
technologies we’ve been playing around with on a production of your 
design.  Contact us for details on how to incorporate this option in your 
creative.

CASE STUDY: GARMIN - We’ve been thinking a lot about all the 
things you could shoot with just a girl, a remote-control car, and a 
sunset. Maybe it would look something like this?     VIEW WORK

Execution Inspiration: 1 talent, RC-Car camera rig, 2 remote operators.

https://vimeo.com/411114437/ff52179b2c
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USE CASE

SHOOT 
SMALL
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D I R E C TO R / D P
Our entire roster grew up during the DSLR revolution. Whether 
working at agencies or interning at post-houses, we all cut our 

teeth having to shoot and edit projects ourselves. Sure, we 
love working with big crews and lots of toys, but we’re ultra-

capable of wearing many hats and have an established output 
of relevant work we’d love to share with you.

CASE STUDY: KEVIN MORBY (VIEW WORK)

Execution Inspiration: Director and 1 talent. That’s it.

P R O D U C E R / A G E N C Y
We’re recommending lengthier pre-production periods and a 

close collaboration with our partners as part of our new normal. 
Communication therefore becomes paramount. This requires 

formal procedures, discipline and most importantly a dedicated 
on-set moderator to ensure that the virtual video village is 

continually included and gives the required approvals and go-
aheads at every stage.

CASE STUDY: SEABOURN (VIEW WORK)

Execution Inspiration: Director, DP, Assistant at sea for 5 days.  
Remote collaboration with land based logistics team.

A S S I S TA N T / T E C H
By design, our crews are typically smaller than that of our counterparts. 

This does not impact quality negatively, but rather follows our established 
assistant training program where many people help each other out, and 

"assistants" are typically highly qualified and autonomous - enabling 
higher on set efficiency, in general. 

As such we feel confident that we are able to maintain the same high 
standards while being mindful of crew size, so as to enable social 

distancing and minimize the risk of contagion.

CASE STUDY: VOGUE (VIEW WORK)

Execution Inspiration: Director, DP, STEADI-CAM handled all crew roles. 
Remote collaboration with basecamp wardrobe/vanities team.

SHOOTING SMALL
Small doesn’t have to mean lower production values. Micro-crews (<5 people), strategic locations, robust technological collaboration.

https://vimeo.com/169900135
https://wdrv.it/03977b37f
https://vimeo.com/297780823
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DIRECTORS 
WHO SHOOT

MONROE ALVAREZ

GIORGIO BRUNI

PHILLIP LOPEZ

ERIC MALDIN

SAMY MOSHER

RYAN SIMPSON

Monroe Alvarez Giorgio Bruni

Phillip Lopez

Samy Mosher

Eric Maldin

Ryan Simpson

http://www.shotbymo.com
https://www.stvdium.com/giorgio-bruni
https://www.stvdium.com/phillip-lopez
https://www.stvdium.com/eric-maldin
https://www.stvdium.com/samy-mosher
https://www.stvdium.com/ryan-simpson
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SHOOT SMALL -  ECOSYSTEM

WE OWN
EQUIPMENT
As we’re forced to examine the role of each crew member to 
limit the number of people on set, we also need to consider 
essential personnel and contact points during typical 
production prep. Because we own a stable of essential 
equipment, we can insure a direct supply chain and less 
hands involved. While rental houses remain closed, we’re 
able to source our equipment internally which further 
streamlines our offerings. C A M E R A S Y S T E M S

Arri Alexa Mini LF

Sony Venice

Canon C200 w/ Autofocus capabilities

L E N S E S
Cinema and stills glass

L I G H T I N G
Full G&E packages

Optimized selection for small-crews
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SHOOT SAFELY
We are all dealing with a myriad of challenges at this time as we navigate through the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the day-to-day changes in regulations and recommended guidance 
to help prevent the further spread of the virus.  At this time, STADIUM is working diligently to 
make sure that when people come to work, proper precautions are being taken by everyone 
to prevent further spread of the virus. We will continue to update procedures and policies we 

are taking in this regard.

 

Production and Work Practice Controls:

Following Social Distancing. Maintain 6 feet separation to the best of our ability. – Eliminate 
proximate exposure

CDC posters have been laminated and posted throughout location.

Continual reminder about proper PPE 

No large gatherings / meetings – All sub meeting, all hands-on safety meeting, lunch trucks, 
crafty etc. are prohibited with alternate fulfillment communicated to crew on a case-by-case 

basis.

If there’s a sick crew member – instruct them to go home and stay home until they are 
symptom free. (If you’re not %100 you should not come to work)
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SAFETY
Develop and implement appropriate policies, in 

accordance with Federal, State, and local regulations 
and guidance, and informed by industry best 

practices
*While fluid, CLICK HERE to see our established protocols.

Monitor workforce 
for indicative symptoms. Do not allow symptomatic 

people to physically return to work until cleared by a 
medical provider.

S O C I A L D I S TA N C I N G
Continue to ENCOURAGE TELEWORK, whenever 
possible and feasible with business operations. All 
individuals should maximize physical distance from 
others. STADIUM to provide protective equipment 
and advise all crew regarding protocols for social 
distancing and face coverings.

T E M P E R AT U R E  C H E C K S
Monitor workforce for indicative symptoms. Do not 
allow symptomatic people to physically return to work 
until cleared by a medical provider.

S A N I TAT I O N
Continue to adhere to State and local guidance as 
well as complementary CDC guidance, particularly 
with respect to face coverings and hand-washing/
disinfection recommendations.

S H O O T  L O C A L
Minimize NON-ESSENTIAL TRAVEL and adhere to 
CDC guidelines regarding isolation following travel.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/12xKANAkINGfzuEG7fz9DVWfANlrQ1r5pKPC3beQi5xU/edit?ts=5ea1d802
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THANK
YOU!!

S T A D I U M www.stvdium.com

A sincere thank you to all our clients, crews, vendors, and collaborators for your 
continued support during this uncertain time. It means more than you know.

As a small business greatly affected by the current climate, it’s comforting to be able 
to connect with our larger community during these times. 

Good to have you on our wavelength.

Los Angeles
822 Hampton Dr. 
Venice, CA 90291
—
Samy Mosher 
Partner/Founder 
samy@stvdium.com

Eric Maldin 
Partner/Director 
eric@stvdium.com

Michael Bergin 
Executive Producer 
michael@stvdium.com

London
143 Mare St.
Hackney, London E8 3RH 
United Kingdom
—
Mickey Voak 
Executive Producer 
mickey@stvdium.com

Giorgio Bruni 
Creative Director 
giorgio@stvdium.com
—

Sales / East Coast

Strike This 
kelly@strike-this.tv 
sarah@strike-this.tv

Sales / MidWest / SouthEast

Sharon & Perry 
sharon@sharonandperry.com 
perry@sharonandperry.com

http://www.stvdium.com
mailto:samy@stvdium.com
mailto:eric@stvdium.com
mailto:michael@stvdium.com
mailto:mickey@stvdium.com
mailto:giorgio@stvdium.com
mailto:perry@sharonandperry.com

